We study gauge-mediated theories containing several messengers with the most general SU(5)-invariant mass and supersymmetry-breaking parameters. We show that these theories are predictive, containing only two relevant parameters more than the minimal gauge-mediated model. Hypercharge D-terms can contribute significantly to the right-handed charged sleptons and bring them closer in mass to the left-handed sleptons. The messenger masses must be invariant under either SU(5) or a "messenger parity" to avoid spontaneous breaking of charge conservation.
Theories in which supersymmetry breaking is communicated to the observable fields through gauge interactions [1] , instead of gravity, have the advantage of insuring a correct suppression of flavour-changing neutral currents. Another interesting feature of these theories is their sharp predictivity of the new particle mass spectrum. Let us first consider the most restrictive case [2] in which the messenger fields responsible for the communication of supersymmetry breaking form a single representation of a GUT model. Let us also define M as the mass of the messenger supermultiplet and √ F as the supersymmetry-breaking scale, or, in other words, as the mass splitting inside the messenger supermultiplet. In this minimal case, the complete mass spectrum of squarks, sleptons, and gluinos is described only by the parameter F/M, beside a mild logarithmic dependence on M.
A complication arises in the Higgs sector, as the Higgs mass parameters which violate a Peccei-Quinn symmetry cannot be generated by gauge interactions alone. In order to parametrize some new unknown interactions, two free inputs have to be introduced, denoted by µ and B µ with standard conventions. One of these two parameters is determined by the electroweak symmetry breaking condition. Notice however that if µ and B µ are generated radiatively by some new interaction, then it is fairly generic [3] to obtain new contributions to the Higgs mass . Thus, unless one relies on specific models for the Peccei-Quinn violating interactions, the Higgs sector introduces three new free parameters to the theory. However the predictions for slepton, squark, and gluino masses do not depend on these parameters.
As these mass predictions may soon face experimental test, it is important to establish how much they depend on the minimality of the model or how much they descend from the gauge-mediation principle. Variations of the minimal model have already been considered in refs. [4, 5] . Direct superpotential couplings between messenger and observable fields have been analysed in ref. [4] . Although these couplings spoil the natural flavour conservation of gauge-mediated supersymmetry-breaking theories, they have the advantage of insuring a fast decay of the lightest messenger, thus avoiding cosmological problems [6] . Because of an accidental cancellation 1 , the new flavour-violating contributions to squark and slepton masses are suppressed by the ratio F 2 /M 4 and are therefore less dangerous than one may have naively expected [4] . The author of ref. [5] has investigated the case in which the messenger fields do not form complete GUT representations. Although the successful gauge-coupling unification is usually lost, it is interesting to know that several of the mass predictions are approximately preserved, despite the large number of discrete choices for the messenger representations.
In this paper we want to study a generalization of the minimal model. We will consider the case in which the messengers form n copies of the same real GUT representation and their supersymmetric and supersymmetry-breaking mass matrices have a completely generic structure invariant under GUT symmetry. For definiteness, we will take n 5 + 5 of SU (5),
, and the extension of our results to other representations is completely straightforward. The messenger mass matrix is defined by the superpotential term
and by a supersymmetry-breaking term in the scalar potential
Here Φ i label either the SU(2) doublet or the SU(3) triplet components of the i-th 5-plet messenger. After GUT-symmetry spontaneous breaking, the mass parameters for the doublets and the triplets, distiguished by the index Φ on M Φ and F Φ in eqs. (1)- (2), renormalize differently. Our basic hypothesis is that the mass scales M Φ and F Φ are generated by a sector neutral under GUT interactions, and therefore at the GUT scale M Φ and F Φ are the same for both doublets and triplets. We will refer to this as the "GUT singlet hypothesis". If we define M and F as the common values of the mass matrices at the GUT scale M GU T , a one-loop renormalization scaling gives the values of the different M Φ and F Φ at the energy scale Q:
Here C Φ depends on the Standard Model quantum numbers, C = 
and n counts the messenger contribution. Equation (3) shows that the ratio
is independent of the energy scale Q. The "GUT singlet hypothesis" implies also that this ratio is independent of Φ, i.e. it is equal for the doublet and triplet messenger components,
We will take here M ij and F ij as general n × n matrices, because of our lack of knowledge on the sector which originally breaks supersymmetry. A simpler case can be considered, in which both M ij and F ij originate from the couplings of messengers to a single superfield which acquires vacuum expectation values in the scalar and auxiliary components. Then M ij and F ij are proportional, and the model simply reduces to n replicas of the minimal model considered above. We believe that there are no strong reasons to make the restrictive assumption that M ij and F ij are proportional. Moreover we will show that the case of generic M ij and F ij has a richer structure and leads to important differences in the physical mass spectrum.
Let us start analyzing the supersymmetry-breaking masses in the observable sector induced by radiative corrections. After a redefinition of the messenger superfields, we can choose, without loss of generality, M ij to be diagonal with real and positive eigenvalues
The gaugino masses arise at one loop
where k 1 = 5/3, k 2 = k 3 = 1, the gauge coupling constants are normalized such that k r α r (r = 1, 2, 3) are all equal at the GUT scale, and
Here and in the following, we use the approximation that all entries of the F matrix are smaller than the entries of M 2 . This is justified because some of the scalar messenger square masses can become negative if some eigenvalues of F are larger then the corresponding one in M 2 . The deviations from the leading-order expansion are generally small [5, 6] unless F/M 2 is extremely close to 1. Notice also that Λ G does not depend on the energy scale at which is defined, as a consequence of the non-renormalization of the ratio F/M, see eq. (3). In eq. (5) α r is evaluated at the scale M. The one-loop renormalization group running of m λr just amounts to using eq. (5) with α r evaluated at m λr .
The two-loop contributions to squark and slepton masses are given by
C f depends on the quantum number of squarks or sleptons as explained after eq. (3). In the limit in which M is proportional to the identity (M = M 0 × 1l), Λ S is given by
In models where the matrices M and F are both proportional to the identity, Λ G /Λ S = √ n, but, in the general case, Λ G and Λ S are independent values. Eq. (7) is valid at the scale M. Throughout the paper we follow the convention that α r is always evaluated at M, unless indicated otherwise. After the appropriate one-loop renormalization running, m
where ξ r ≡ α r (mf )/α r and b r are given in eq. (4) taking n = 0.
It is known that squark and slepton masses can also be generated at one loop, but these contributions are proportional to hypercharge and therefore not positive definite. It is usually assumed that, in a realistic model, such contributions have to vanish [2] . In the theories under consideration, they are given by
where, at the leading order in
For simplicity, in the following we will focus mainly on the case n = 2, in which eq. (11) reduces
As proved in ref. [3] , the hypercharge D-term contributions to scalar masses vanish up to two loops, if F is hermitian in the basis in which M diagonal, real, and positive. This is a consequence a symmetry transforming the messenger superfields Φ,Φ, and the gauge vector superfields V as follows [3] 
where U andŪ are arbitrary n × n unitary matrices. The messenger sector is invariant under this "messenger parity" transformation provided that, independently of the specific basis, one can find some matrices U andŪ such that
As "messenger parity" is broken by ordinary particles, hypercharge D-terms mass contributions can arise at higher-loop order, but these are too small to play any significant role in the supersymmetric particle mass spectrum. As a consequence of "messenger parity" eq. (11) vanishes when F ij = F ⋆ ji . Notice also that eq. (11) vanishes if M is proportional to the identity. Indeed if M ∝ 1l, we can always rotate the messenger scalar fields and make F hermitian.
In the absence of "messenger parity", eq. (10) in general leads to negative square masses for eitherẽ L orẽ R . However if the "GUT singlet hypothesis" is valid, then eq. (10) 
In the case n = 2, eq. (16) reduces tō
With the help of the expressions for M Φ and F Φ in terms of their boundary conditions at the GUT scale M and F , see eq. (3), we can explicitly evaluate the trace in eq. (10):
HereΛ
is given by eq. (16) evaluated at the GUT energy scale or, in other words, by these equations with the index Φ suppressed. Also α X = k r α r (M GU T ) for any r = 1, 2, 3.
For n = 2 eq. (21) fig. 1 . Evaluation of these diagrams, for the case n = 2, gives
where the function f (M 
The two-loop contribution to squark and slepton square masses from the hypercharge D-term can then be written as
For definiteness let us choose andẽ R at the Tevatron and it could be important for the interpretation of the eeγγE / T event reported by the CDF collaboration [7, 8] . Notice that the sign of Λ 
Using eqs. (26), (27) In conclusion we have studied theories in which supersymmetry breaking is mediated by a multi-messenger sector with GUT-invariant mass parameters. The mass spectrum of the supersymmetric particles is described by three parameters Λ G , Λ S , and Λ D . These three mass scales are in general independent, but all of the same order of magnitude O(100 TeV). The relations between the physical masses and the scales Λ G,S,D are completely specified by the particle gauge quantum numbers. Λ G determines the gaugino masses, while Λ S contributes to the squark and slepton masses. Λ D corresponds to the hypercharge D-term contribution to slepton and squark masses, and has no analogue in the single-messenger case. It generates scalar masses at one-loop, but its contribution is suppressed by a factor F 2 /M 4 . It also gives a two-loop contribution, which can be of the same order of magnitude as the Λ S contribution for the right-handed charged sleptons, and smaller for the other supersymmetric particles.
Therefore the minimal model mass relations are robust among supersymmetric particles with the same spin, with the exception of the right-handed slepton masses which are a good measure of possible hypercharge D-term contributions. These conclusions rely on the assumption that the strong dynamics responsible for messenger masses is invariant under the SU(5) symmetry or, in other words, that M and F are the same for the doublet and triplet components of the messenger five-plet at M GU T . If this is not the case, the messenger sector must have a new "parity" symmetry, which forbids dangerous mass square contributions to scalar particles at one loop. This symmetry then guarantees the same mass relations among supersymmetric particles with the same spin as in the minimal model, while scalar and fermion masses depend on two different parameters.
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